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Abstract—We propose a novel unsupervised deep-learning-
based algorithm to solve the inverse problem found in dynamic
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Our method needs neither
prior training nor additional data; in particular, it does not
require either electrocardiogram or spokes-reordering in the
context of cardiac images. It generalizes to sequences of images
the recently introduced deep-image-prior approach. The essence
of the proposed algorithm is to proceed in two steps to fit k-space
synthetic measurements to sparsely acquired dynamic MRI data.
In the first step, we deploy a convolutional neural network
(CNN) driven by a sequence of low-dimensional latent variables
to generate a dynamic series of MRI images. In the second step,
we submit the generated images to a nonuniform fast Fourier
transform that represents the forward model of the MRI system.
By manipulating the weights of the CNN, we fit our synthetic
measurements to the acquired MRI data. The corresponding
images from the CNN then provide the output of our system;
their evolution through time is driven by controlling the sequence
of latent variables whose interpolation gives access to the sub-
frame—or even continuous—temporal control of reconstructed
dynamic images. We perform experiments on simulated and real
cardiac images of a fetus acquired through 5-spoke-based golden-
angle measurements. Our results show improvement over the
current state-of-the-art.
Index Terms—dynamic MRI, accelerated MRI, unsupervised
learning, deep image prior, Golden-angle trajectory.
I. INTRODUCTION
There are currently three main approaches to accelerate the
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of a static image. All three
methods rely on a partial sampling of the k-space to reduce the
acquisition time. The resulting partial loss of data must then
be compensated to maintain the quality of the image. Once
compensation is achieved, the accelerated methods capture
accurate motions of fast moving organs such as the heart.
1) In parallel MRI (pMRI), the simultaneous use of several
hardware coils results in spatial redundancy that enables
algorithms to reconstruct clean images [1], [2].
2) In compressed sensing (CS) MRI, the data are assumed
to be sparse in certain transform domains [3], [4]. This
ultimately leads to regularized computational methods
that compensate for the partial sampling. Their success
suggests that, in particular, a Fourier-based forward
model matches well the assumption of sparsity.
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3) In the context of trainable deep artificial neural net-
works, learning approaches have already achieved fast
and accurate reconstructions of partially sampled MRI
data [5], [6]. Similarly to CS MRI, dynamic accelerated
reconstructions have also been proposed in the litera-
ture [7]–[9], possibly in combination with pMRI in the
learning loop [10]. These approaches depend on training
datasets [11]–[16].
In the context of dynamic MRI, the approach that consists in
the acquisition of a sequence of frames is suboptimal. Instead,
it is more efficient to take advantage of the time dependencies
between frames to gain additional improvements in terms of
temporal resolution [17], [18]. For instance, [19], [20] design
non-overlapping sampling masks at each frame to restore a
dynamic volume—a method that demands far fewer k-space
samples than would a sequence of static MRI. Indeed, the
CS theory explains the possibility of perfect reconstruction
despite a sub-Nyquist sampling [21]. The capture of temporal
redundancies has also been handled through low-dimensional
manifolds [22], [23]. In the specific case of cardiac appli-
cations, the overall motion of the heart is expected to be
approximately cyclic. This periodicity can be exploited to
bring additional gains in terms of temporal resolution, but the
length and phase of the cycles must be determined first. This
is usually achieved either through electrocardiograms (ECG)
or self-gating [24], [25]. Under the restrictive assumption of
ideal periodicity, these methods allow one to prefix the cardiac
phases and to reorder temporally the acquired frames, effec-
tively producing a stroboscope-inspired analysis of the motion.
Motion irregularities are not captured by those methods.
A. Contribution
In this paper, we propose an unsupervised learning frame-
work in which a generative network reconstructs fast dy-
namic MRI from golden-angle radial lines in k-space, also
called spokes. To reconstruct a single image, we feed one
realization of low-dimensional latent variables to a generative
artificial neural network. A nonuniform fast Fourier transform1
(NuFFT) is then applied to the output of the generative
network and simulates the MRI measurement process [26].
Inspired by deep image priors [27], we fit the simulated
measurements to the real measurements. The fit is controlled
by adjusting the weights of the generative network until the
Euclidean loss between the simulated and real measurements






















2In the context of dynamic MRI, we extend the fitting process
in such a way that the weights of the network are learned by
taking simultaneously into consideration the joint collection of
all acquisitions, which yields time-independent weights. Time
dependence is recovered by controlling the latent variables.
Given some temporal interval, we synthesize two independent
random realizations of low-dimensional latent variables and
associate one to the initial and one to the final bound of the
interval. Timestamped contributions to learning are obtained
by taking as ground-truth the real measurements acquired over
a quasi-instantaneous observation period (say, five spokes),
while we let the activation of the generative network be the
intermediate realization of the latent variables obtained by
linear interpolation of the two latent endpoints. This approach
allows us to impose and exploit temporal dependencies in the
latent space.
In short, the action of our generative model is to map
the manifold of latent variables onto a manifold of dynamic
images. Importantly, our approach is purely unsupervised;
moreover, priors are imposed only indirectly, arising from the
mere structure of a convolutional network. We demonstrate
the performance of our generative network by comparing its
reconstructions to those obtained from CS algorithms [19],
[20].
B. Related Works
Deep image priors have been introduced in [27]. They
capitalize on the structure of convolutional artificial neural
networks to adjust priors to the data, thus avoiding the
limitations and pitfalls of hand-crafted priors. They have been
deployed in [28] to build an unsupervised learning scheme for
accelerated MRI; but, contrarily to ours, the task addressed
therein is static. Other researchers have used deep image priors
to reconstruct positron emission tomography images, albeit
again in a non-dynamic fashion [29].
II. METHODS
Let R be the Radon transform of the complex-valued




x(ξ) δ(uTϑ ξ − r) dξ, (1)
where r and ϑ are the spatial and angular Radon arguments,
respectively, and where uϑ is a unit vector in the ϑ direc-
tion. Moreover, let F denote the one-dimensional continuous




x(r) e−jω r dr (2)
at spatial pulsation ω, otherwise known as a coordinate in k-
space. Then, our conceptual model of non-Cartesian MRI is
the concatenated linear transform
Hϑ{x}(ω) = F{R{x}(·, ϑ)}(ω) (3)
which maps a two-dimensional static image onto its mea-
surements at continuously defined direction ϑ and pulsation
ω. Mathematically, Hϑ{x}(ω) is invertible because so are F
and R. Consequently, provided we know Hϑ{x}(ω) for every
direction ϑ and every pulsation ω, we can in principle recover
the value of x(ξ) at every spatial argument ξ.
A. Static Discretization
Unfortunately, Hϑ{x}(ω) can be known in practice only
at finitely many discrete directions and pulsations. This dis-
cretization, which amounts to modeling MRI by a NuFFT,
makes the discrete transform an unfaithful surrogate of our
conceptual model, in particular because of aliasing concerns,
and also because the discrete version is no more invertible.
Formally, let x ∈ CN be a vectorized version of the samples
of x seen as an image of finite size (N1 ×N2), with N =
N1N2. Likewise, let y ∈ CM be a vectorized version of the
samples of the sinogram Hϑ{x}(ω), with measurements of
finite size (Mϑ ×Mω) taken over Mϑ orientations and Mω
elements of the k-space, with M = MϑMω . Then, by linearity
of the transformation we write that
y = Gx, (4)
where G is an M -rows by N -columns matrix that combines
discrete Fourier and discrete Radon transforms.
B. Spoke Sharing
In dynamic MRI, it is acknowledged that the image x
changes continuously through time. We assume however that
the measurements of a spoke (a radial line in k-space, as
suggested in Figure 1) are instantaneous and indexed at
discrete times t0 ∈ Z∆t, taken regularly at temporal interval
∆t. The spoke orientations follow the golden-angle strategy
ϑt = ϑ0 + ω0 t, (5)
where ϑt gives the orientation of a spoke at continuous
time t ∈ R, with ω0 its angular velocity. The golden-angle
specificity is the irrationality condition (ω0 ∆t/pi) /∈ Q, which
is approximated by setting (ω0 ∆t) ≈ 111.25◦ [19]. We
finally denote an image frame at time t as xt and its spatially
discretized version of length N as xt. Its associated sinogram
is st. As it turns out, however, it is only natural to set Mϑ = 1
for the discretization of st because of our assumption of
ideal temporal sampling. Then, st is a direct representation
of a spoke and has length M = Mω . Its dependence on xt
is encoded in the time-dependent Mω-rows by N -columns
system matrix Gt, with st = Gt xt.
In accelerated dynamic MRI, one acquires st0 for t0 ∈ Z∆t
and wants to reconstruct xt0 or, possibly, xt for t ∈ R. Clearly,
however, a single orientation does not provide sufficient data
for the the recovery of the two-dimensional xt0 . To overcome
this issue, we assume next that the changes are slow over
some small n, so that xt ≈ xt0 for all t in the half-open
interval Tt0 = [t0−n∆t/2, t0 +n∆t/2). In practice, the odd
n ∈ 2N + 1 corresponds to the number of radial lines used
for reconstruction and is related to the temporal resolution of
dynamic imaging. We then collect n neighboring spokes2 and
2In the practical case of finite-time acquisitions, it may happen that no st0
is available for some t0 ∈ T0. In this case, which happens near the beginning
and the end of the temporal range, we use one-sided nearest spokes.
3Fig. 1. Nonuniform fast Fourier transform with golden-angle scheme and spoke sharing.
concatenate them in the vector yt0 = (sm∆t)m∈Z∩(Tt0/∆t) of
length (nMω). Through this mechanism, there are spokes st0
that are shared between, say, yt0 and yt0+∆t.
The dependence of yt0 on xt0 is encoded now in the
time-dependent (nMω)-rows by N -columns matrix Ht0 =
(Gm∆t)m∈Z∩(Tt0/∆t), so that (4) becomes time-dependent by
writing that
yt0 = Ht0 xt0 . (6)
Because of the irrationality condition of the golden-angle
approach, no direction will ever be measured twice and Ht0
acquires effective time dependence.
C. Regularization
Even with n > 1, it is observed that (nMω)  N , which
makes severely ill-posed the recovery of xt0 given yt0 . To
truly resolve this issue, practitioners often choose to regularize
the problem over some extended temporal range. From a
notational perspective, K vectors yt0 are concatenated over
a large duration (K ∆t) to build Y = (yk∆t)k∈[0...K−1].
Likewise, we write that X = (xk∆t)k∈[0...K−1] and H =
[Hk∆t]k∈[0...K−1]. The length of Y and X are (K nMω) and
(KN), respectively. The size of H ensues.
In the context of CS dynamic imaging, the traditional
regularization of the forward model (6) is established as a
search for the solution
X∗ = arg min
X
(
‖HX−Y‖22 + λ ‖DX‖p
)
, (7)
where D is a sparsifying transform along the temporal domain.
Typically, this transform is a finite-difference operator, used as
surrogate of the conceptual first-order derivative D. The corre-
sponding regularization term encourages temporal dependency
and counterbalances the ill-posedness of (6).
By contrast, there exists no explicit regularizer in the
context of dynamic MRI reconstruction by traditional neural
networks [7], [30]. In return, image priors are data-driven,
imposed by the supervised learning of ground-truth pairs
(Y,X). Letting fφ : CM → CN represent the function that
the network implements, where φ gives network parameters
such as weights and biases, learning will return the solution




There, HH is the Hermitian transpose of H. With some abuse
of notation, the learning process is represented by the expecta-
tion operator E. The set {(Y,X)} provides the learning data.
After learning has converged to some φ∗, reconstructed images
are obtained as fφ∗(HHY).
D. Deep Image Prior with Interpolated Latent Variables
Supervised learning cannot be performed in the absence of
ground truth; unsupervised learning methods must be used
instead. To that effect, generative networks associated with
deep image priors have been proposed in [31], while a cost
function that is appropriate to unsupervised learning has been
developed in [27]. In this paper, we propose an extension
whereby we address the needs of dynamic MRI by performing
temporal interpolation of the latent variables. The sketch of our
approach is provided in Figure 2.
1) Inpainting and Denoising: As introduction, we address
first the static applications of inpainting and denoising. There,
the purpose of deep-image-prior algorithms is to reconstruct
a clean signal x∗ = fθ∗(z) given the perturbed measurement
x. The generative network with optimal parameter
θ∗ = arg min
θ
‖A(fθ(z))− x‖22 (9)
minimizes a data-fidelity term characterized by the forward
model A, which is assumed to be known. The Z-dimensional
latent variable z ∈ RZ is maintained at a fixed value during
the whole optimization process. Often, the minimizer θ∗ is
calculated using some stochastic gradient-descent method with
random initial parameter [32]. In summary, deep-image-prior
methods achieve strong priors from the structure of a generator
network and capture advanced image statistics in a purely
unsupervised fashion.
2) Accelerated Dynamic MRI: Our main contribution in
this paper is to use interpolated latent variables as inputs
4Fig. 2. Flowchart of our framework. Conv.: convolutional layers, BN: batch normalization. The details are described in Table I.
Latent variable input
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Fig. 3. Interpolated latent variables.
of a generative neural network. We start by obtaining two
realizations of random discrete images; these realizations
are kept for the entire duration of the procedure. The first
realization z0 takes the role of the latent variable associated
to the beginning of the dynamic MRI sequence. The second
realization is denoted by z(K−1) ∆t and is associated to the
end of the sequence. Intermediate realizations are built like
shown in Figure 3 and are also used as latent variables.
Choosing the dimension Z of the latent variables to be
small, we conjecture that the linearly interpolated latent vari-
ables span a low-dimensional, smooth manifold. In other
words, we interpret our proposal as a way to impose data-
driven temporal dependency in the latent space. A generative
convolutional neural network will then transfer this low-
dimensional manifold to some corresponding low-dimensional
manifold in the MRI space, the central tenet of this work
being that the frames from dynamic imaging do span a low-
dimensional manifold, too.
For a single coil, our deep prior minimizes an Euclidean
loss and results in the solution




‖Hk∆t gφ(zk∆t)− yk∆t‖22 , (10)
where gφ : CZ → CN represents the deep generative network
of parameter φ. For C coils in pMRI, we establish the solution






‖Hk∆t (Cc  gφ(zk∆t))− yc,k∆t‖22 ,
(11)
where Cc gives the sensitivity map of the cth coil,  is a
pixel-wise multiplication operator in the spatial domain which
relates true magnetization image to coil sensitivities, and yc,t
concatenates n instantaneous acquisitions of spokes for the
cth coil. Once an optimal φ∗ has been found in either (10) or
(11), we can produce the final estimate x∗t for all values of t,
including for t /∈ Z∆t if desired, as
x∗t = gφ∗(zt). (12)
E. Architectures, Datasets, and Training
1) Architectures: We design our generative network as
shown in Table I. The generative network consists of convolu-
tional layers, batch normalization layers, ReLU, and nearest-
neighbor interpolations. We apply zero-padding before convo-
lution to let the size of the output mirror that of the input.
At the last layer, ReLU is not used. The input of the network
is a small-size random variable generated from the uniform
distribution U ∼ (0, 0.1), as explained in Section II-D2. The
output has two channels because MRI images take complex
values.
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Conv+BN+ReLU 128 3× 3× 1 1× 1 1× 1 8× 8× 128
Conv+BN+ReLU 128 3× 3× 128 1× 1 1× 1 8× 8× 128
NN interp. 2× 2 16× 16× 128
2×(Conv+BN+ReLU) 128 3× 3× 128 1× 1 1× 1 16× 16× 128
NN interp. 2× 2 32× 32× 128
2×(Conv+BN+ReLU) 128 3× 3× 128 1× 1 1× 1 32× 32× 128
NN interp. 2× 2 64× 64× 128
2×(Conv+BN+ReLU) 128 3× 3× 128 1× 1 1× 1 64× 64× 128
NN interp. 2× 2 128× 128× 128
2×(Conv+BN+ReLU) 128 3× 3× 128 1× 1 1× 1 128× 128× 128
Conv. 2 3× 3× 128 1× 1 1× 1 128× 128× 2
2) Datasets: All experimental datasets are breath-hold. We
use golden-angle radial sparse parallel (GRASP) MRI as
a common baseline [19]. Spoke-sharing is not applied for
GRASP. We assume two-fold upsampling of measurements for
every dataset. Therefore, the size of the reconstructed fields of
view is half that of the first dimension of the measurements.
• Retrospective Simulation A cardiac cine data set was
acquired using a 3T whole-body MRI scanner (Siemens;
Tim Trio) equipped with a 32-element cardiac coil ar-
ray. The acquisition sequence was bSSFP and prospec-
tive cardiac gating was used. The imaging parame-
ters were as follows: FOV=300 × 300 mm2, acquisition
matrix size=128 × 128, TE/TR=1.37/2.7 ms, receiver
bandwidth=1184 Hz/pixel, and flip angle=40◦. The num-
ber of cardiac phases was 23 and the temporal resolution
was 43.2 ms. We then used NuFFT to implement the
forward model in a golden-angle context, resulting in
fully sampled Cartesian trajectories. Then, sinograms
were obtained as shown in Figure 1. The number of
spokes per phase is 13. The dimension of sinograms is
(K×Mω×C) = 23·13×256×32. In this simulation, the
cardiac motion is discrete; thus, no spoke-sharing strategy
is applied.
• Golden-angle Reconstruction of Fetal Cardiac Motion
Fetal cardiac MRI data were acquired on a 1.5 T clinical
MR scanner (MAGNETOM Aera, Siemens AG, Health-
care Sector, Erlangen, Germany) with an 18-channel body
array coil and a 32-channel spine coil for signal reception.
Images were acquired with an untriggered continuous 2D
bSSFP sequence that was modified to acquire radial read-
outs with a golden-angle trajectory [25]. The acquisition
parameters were: FOV = 260 × 260 mm2, acquisition
matrix size = 256 × 256 pixels, slice thickness = 4.0 mm,
TE/TR = 1.99/4.1 ms, RF excitation angle = 70deg, radial
readouts = 1600, acquisition time = 6.7 s and bandwidth
= 1028 Hz/pixel.
3) Reconstruction Experiments: We use an Intel i7-7820X
(3.60GHz) CPU and an Nvidia Titan X (Pascal) GPU. Pytorch
1.0.0 on Python 3.6 is used to implement our generative
model3. All experiments are performed in single-batch mode.
The input size is (8× 8). The cost function used to train our
generative network is (11). The learning rate is 10−3, with [32]
as optimizer.
• Retrospective Simulation The number of iterations is
10,000. The scheduling for the learning rate is 0.5 mul-
tiplier per 2,000 iterations. We set U ∼ (0, 0.1).
• Golden-angle Reconstruction of Fetal Cardiac Motion
The number of iterations is 20,000. No scheduling for
the learning rate is applied. We used 14 cycles of latent
variables. We set U ∼ (0, 10) to obtain the results shown
in Figure 6.
We use the regressed signal-to-noise ratio (RSNR) as a quanti-
tative metric in our retrospective simulations. With x the oracle





‖x− ax∗ + b‖2
, (13)
where a higher RSNR corresponds to a better reconstruction.
For real datasets, a CS approach with self-gated signals
takes the role of a state-of-the-art baseline [24], [25].
III. RESULTS
A. Retrospective Simulation
In this experiment, the acquisition process is simulated,
which allows us to build the ground truth from a fully sampled
k-space. We use n = 13 spokes for the reconstruction and
present the results in Figure 4. There, the bandpass method








Fig. 4. Retrospective reconstructions of cine dynamic MRI, with n = 13. Top rows (A), from left to right: ground truth; field of view of reconstructed frames
from BP, GRASP, and ours. Bottom row (B), from left to right: ground-truth with a white line indicating the (y-t) location of cross sections; cross sections
from BP, GRASP, and ours.
(BP) corresponds to a zero-filled DFT while GRASP is the
baseline against which we compare the performance of our
method. We see in Figure 4 (A) that GRASP leads to blurring
artifacts, while the residual map discloses the occurrence of
errors around the wall of the heart. By contrast, our proposed
method gives better results. This is confirmed in Figure 4 (B),
where the cardiac motions are captured better by our model
than by GRASP. The systolic phase of our reconstruction is
well described and very close to the ground-truth, whereas the
systolic phase captured by GRASP is too flat.
B. Golden-Angle Reconstruction of Fetal Cardiac Motion
In this experiment, the acquisition process is real, so that
no ground truth is available. We use n = 5 spokes for most
reconstructions (n = 15 for GRASP) and present the results
in Figure 5. The synthesis of the sequence of latent variables
is explained in Section IV-A. The overlapped method (OV)
corresponds to frames generated from all spokes, while the
reordered method (RD) is able to reconstruct multiple cardiac
phases by reordering k-t sparse SENSE by self-gated sig-
nals [24], [25]. Self-gating, driven by correlation coefficients
between approximately reconstructed images, is necessary
because it is impractical to capture the electrocardiogram
signals of a fetal heart. This ultimately prevents the reordering
of golden angles in accordance with their phase.
In the absence of ground truth, we shall take OV to be the
reference image for navigation purposes. However, because
OV considers all spokes simultaneously, it is a static image
that is of high quality only in regions that are not moving. We
see in Figure 5 (A) that BP and GRASP are noisier than RD
and our method. Comparing now RD to our approach, we see
that ours produces better-resolved features, particularly for the
hyper-intense dot-like structures.
In Figure 5 (B), it becomes apparent that BP fails altogether
to capture the fetal cardiac beats, while GRASP is less noisy
but still mostly fails to reconstruct motions. RD fares better;
unfortunately, its reordering process may lead it to superpose
in the same frame spokes that may belong indeed to different
cardiac cycles. By contrast, our method4 reconstructs each
frame with data from just a few neighboring spokes, thus
avoiding the mingling of different cycles. Consequently, we
expect our reconstructed systolic phase to capture well the
true motion of the heart. The cross section from our method
is similar to that of RD but the motion is smoother in our
case, which is the expected behavior of a beating heart.
We provide in Figure 6 (A) our complete reconstructed
sequence of cardiac cycles, in the form of a (y-t) cross
section. The quasi-periodicity of the cardiac motion is clearly
visible along the temporal axis, while motion variations can
be discerned from cycle to cycle. In Figure 6 (B), we also
explore over the image and latent domains the structure of the
manifold of the cardiac motion. The visualization proceeds
through a (t-SNE) embedding [33]. We observe that the
continuous trajectory for the image manifold is well aligned
with the temporal index, while the input latent variables lie
on a smooth manifold in the latent space. The latent variables
that correspond to Figure 6 (B) have been cut in fourteen
chunks; the reason for this is explained in Section IV-A. The
importance of smoothness in the latent variables is described
in Section IV-B.
4For display purposes, we show only one cycle of our cross section. In
fact, our reconstructed data have as many frames (K = 1,400) than there are
spokes, in reason of the spoke-sharing mechanism of Section II-B.
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Fig. 5. Dynamic reconstructions of a fetal heart for one beating cycle. Top rows (A), from left to right: field of view from OV, BP, GRASP, RD, and ours.
Bottom row (B), from left to right: OV with a white line indicating the (y-t) location of cross sections; cross sections from BP, GRASP, RD, and ours.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Latent Encoding for Acyclic Data
Letting K in Section II-C be such that truly all data in
Figure 6 (A) were taken jointly, and interpolating the latent
variables between the only two endpoint realizations z0 and
z(K−1) ∆t, we observed that the reconstruction x∗t of the fetal
cardiac motion took a constant, time-independent value. We
surmise that this failure is due to the overly strong presence
of non-periodic components in the data. To cope with them,
we adapted our scheme slightly and proceeded by piecewise
interpolation, the pieces being made of temporal chunks in
the latent space. More precisely, we generated fourteen re-
alizations {z(τ)}τ∈[0...13] of the latent variables, equi-spaced
in time; then, instead of building zt as a linear combination
of z0 = z(0) and z(K−1) ∆t = z(13), we built zt as a linear
combination of z(τ) and z(τ+1), with an appropriate τ that
depends on t. Note that, while the latent variables evolve now
chunk-wise, the network is still time-independent and trained
over all data jointly. The chunk boundaries are made visible
in Figure 6 (B).
B. Smoothness in the Manifold of Latent Variables
To explore the importance of smoothness in the manifold
of latent variables, we have trained separately two gener-
ative networks, each with a different configuration for the
latent variables. On one hand, we have considered indepen-
dent realizations of random latent variables at each frame,
which resulted in an uncorrelated, non-smooth latent spatio-
temporal manifold. On the other hand, we have followed
the interpolation procedure of Figure 3. After examination of
the outcome shown in Figure 7, we conclude that the non-
smooth manifold fails to reconstruct dynamic images, while
our proposed approach succeeds.
C. Size of Latent Variables
Until now, we have fixed the size of the latent variables as
(8× 8), which corresponds to Z = 64. In this section instead,
we let Z vary and report the resulting RSNR in Table II,
where we observe an acceptable quality of reconstruction for
latent variables of size ranging between (2× 2) and (16× 16).
For larger sizes, the reconstruction are corrupted by significant
artifacts. We expected the smallest, (1× 1) size to reflect the
fact that time is a one-dimensional variable. Yet, the learning
process failed to converge to a desirable solution in this case,
the corresponding sequence of reconstructed images taking
the constant, time-independent value shown in the last row
of Figure 8. In conclusion, this experiment suggests that the
(8× 8) size provides a good tradeoff between the dimension
of the manifold spanned by the latent variables and the
convergence issues inherent with any optimization procedure.
D. Variations on Latent Variables
In this section, we explore various scenarii beyond linear
interpolation, which we summarize in Figure 8.
1) Temporal Interpolation In the first scenario, we con-
sider t /∈ Z∆t, which corresponds to a fine interpolation
of the intermediate latent variables. This gives us access
to temporally interpolated images at the output of our
generative network.
2) Temporal Extrapolation In the second scenario, we
extrapolate the latent variables outside of the temporal
range that was available for learning. This gives distorted
images.
3) New Latent Variables In the third scenario, we make
use of random realizations of latent variables that differ




image manifold latent variable manifold
Fig. 6. Top (A): Series of (y-t) cross sections of our reconstruction from the region of interest in Figure 5 (B). Bottom (B): t-SNE embedding from image
frames (left) and latent variables (right). The temporal index is color-coded.
TABLE II
REGRESSED SNR IN TERMS OF THE SIZE OF THE LATENT VARIABLES.
Latent size 1× 1 2× 2 4× 4 8× 8 16× 16 32× 32 64× 64 128× 128
RSNR 16.9 19.1 18.9 19.1 18.9 17.5 13.7 13.6
non-smooth latent variables
smooth/interpolated latent variables
4th 5th 6th 7th
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zT
<latexit sha1_base64="eidDzbjz3E/7nP4aN+NwTkG7jr8=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgq syooMuiG5cV+oLOUDJppg3NJEOSEerQ33DjQhG3/ow7/8ZMOwttPRA4nHMv9+SECWfauO63U1pb39jcKm9Xdnb39g+qh0cdLVNFaJtILlUvxJpyJmjbMMNpL1EUxyGn3XByl/vdR6o0k6JlpgkNYjwSLGIEGyv5fozNOIyyp9m gNajW3Lo7B1olXkFqUKA5qH75Q0nSmApDONa677mJCTKsDCOczip+qmmCyQSPaN9SgWOqg2yeeYbOrDJEkVT2CYPm6u+NDMdaT+PQTuYZ9bKXi/95/dREN0HGRJIaKsjiUJRyZCTKC0BDpigxfGoJJorZrIiMscLE2JoqtgRv +curpHNR9y7r7sNVrXFb1FGGEziFc/DgGhpwD01oA4EEnuEV3pzUeXHenY/FaMkpdo7hD5zPH2Mkkec=</latexit>
zt





<latexit sha1_base64="VWFdir/XxhZ0iVtrk/MNIckdJog=">AAACCnicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4zbqEcvrUHwFGY0oBchqAePEcwCmRB6OjVJk56F7hohDDl78Ve8eFDEq1/gzb+xsxw08UHB470qqur5iRQaH efbyi0tr6yu5dcLG5tb2zv27l5dx6niUOOxjFXTZxqkiKCGAiU0EwUs9CU0/MH12G88gNIiju5xmEA7ZL1IBIIzNFLHPvRQyC5Q7wYkMnpJvUAxnrmjrDyaah276JScCegicWekSGaoduwvrxvzNIQIuWRat1wnwXbGFAouYVTwUg0J4wPWg5ahEQtBt7PJKyN6bJQuDWJlKkI6UX9PZCzUehj6pjNk2Nfz3lj8z2ulGFy0MxElKULEp4uCVFKM6TgX2hUKOMqhIYwrYW6lvM9MFmjSK5gQ3PmXF0n9tOSelZy7crFyNYsjTw 7IETkhLjknFXJLqqRGOHkkz+SVvFlP1ov1bn1MW3PWbGaf/IH1+QMNbJnb</latexit>
zT
<latexit sha1_base64="eidDzbjz3E/7nP4aN+NwTkG7jr8=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgq syooMuiG5cV+oLOUDJppg3NJEOSEerQ33DjQhG3/ow7/8ZMOwttPRA4nHMv9+SECWfauO63U1pb39jcKm9Xdnb39g+qh0cdLVNFaJtILlUvxJpyJmjbMMNpL1EUxyGn3XByl/vdR6o0k6JlpgkNYjwSLGIEGyv5fozNOIyyp9m gNajW3Lo7B1olXkFqUKA5qH75Q0nSmApDONa677mJCTKsDCOczip+qmmCyQSPaN9SgWOqg2yeeYbOrDJEkVT2CYPm6u+NDMdaT+PQTuYZ9bKXi/95/dREN0HGRJIaKsjiUJRyZCTKC0BDpigxfGoJJorZrIiMscLE2JoqtgRv +curpHNR9y7r7sNVrXFb1FGGEziFc/DgGhpwD01oA4EEnuEV3pzUeXHenY/FaMkpdo7hD5zPH2Mkkec=</latexit>
zt + ✏
<latexit sha1_base64="XcM1EisQbAXUsH0otR4r240tQbw=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVXHlJlgEQ SiJCrosunFZwT6gKWUyvWmHTiZhZiLUUPBX3LhQxK3f4c6/cdJmoa0HBg7n3Ms9c/yYM6Ud59sqLC2vrK4V10sbm1vbO+XdvaaKEkmxQSMeybZPFHImsKGZ5tiOJZLQ59jyRzeZ33pAqVgk7vU4xm5IBoIFjBJtpF75wAuJHvp B+jjp6VMPY8V4plecqjOFvUjcnFQgR71X/vL6EU1CFJpyolTHdWLdTYnUjHKclLxEYUzoiAywY6ggIapuOo0/sY+N0reDSJontD1Vf2+kJFRqHPpmMgur5r1M/M/rJDq46qZMxIlGQWeHgoTbOrKzLuw+k0g1HxtCqGQmq02H RBKqTWMlU4I7/+VF0jyruudV5+6iUrvO6yjCIRzBCbhwCTW4hTo0gEIKz/AKb9aT9WK9Wx+z0YKV7+zDH1ifP+N1lhM=</latexit>
scalar latent variables
fzT
<latexit sha1_base64="ntuvVQ41dFoY+zNBlLFSuc3/cWg=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqBvBTbAIr kqigi6LblxW6AuaECaTm3bo5MHMRKkhbvwVNy4UcetfuPNvnLRZaOuBC4dz7uXee7yEUSFN81urLC2vrK5V12sbm1vbO/ruXlfEKSfQITGLed/DAhiNoCOpZNBPOODQY9DzxteF37sDLmgcteUkASfEw4gGlGCpJFc/sO+pD5I yHzI7xHLkBdlD7rZzV6+bDXMKY5FYJamjEi1X/7L9mKQhRJIwLMTAMhPpZJhLShjkNTsVkGAyxkMYKBrhEISTTT/IjWOl+EYQc1WRNKbq74kMh0JMQk91FkeKea8Q//MGqQwunYxGSSohIrNFQcoMGRtFHIZPORDJJopgwqm6 1SAjzDGRKrSaCsGaf3mRdE8b1lnDvD2vN6/KOKroEB2hE2ShC9REN6iFOoigR/SMXtGb9qS9aO/ax6y1opUz++gPtM8fml2Xnw==</latexit>ezt
z1
<latexit sha1_base64="tJDo9UJoEDdF6+ynMGEPKBmsg8s=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp 5KooMeiF48VbC00pWy2L+3SzSbsboQa+je8eFDEq3/Gm//GTZuDtg4sDDPv8WYnSATXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T9o6zhVDFssFrHqBFSj4BJbhhuBnUQhjQKBD8H4JvcfHlFpHst7M0mwF9Gh5CFn1FjJ9yNqRkGYPU3 7Xr9ac+vuDGSZeAWpQYFmv/rlD2KWRigNE1TrrucmppdRZTgTOK34qcaEsjEdYtdSSSPUvWyWeUpOrDIgYazsk4bM1N8bGY20nkSBncwz6kUvF//zuqkJr3oZl0lqULL5oTAVxMQkL4AMuEJmxMQSyhS3WQkbUUWZsTVVbAne 4peXSfus7p3X3buLWuO6qKMMR3AMp+DBJTTgFprQAgYJPMMrvDmp8+K8Ox/z0ZJT7BzCHzifPy4YkcQ=</latexit>
z0
<latexit sha1_base64="h7VPfZuts4S2hbHDgj+zCn52zcs=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgq iQi6LLoxmUF+4CmlMn0ph06mYSZiVBDf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnSATXxnW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq6zhVDFssFrHqBlSj4BJbhhuB3UQhjQKBnWBym/udR1Sax/LBTBPsR3QkecgZNVby/YiacRBmT7O BO6jW3Lo7B1klXkFqUKA5qH75w5ilEUrDBNW657mJ6WdUGc4Ezip+qjGhbEJH2LNU0gh1P5tnnpEzqwxJGCv7pCFz9fdGRiOtp1FgJ/OMetnLxf+8XmrC637GZZIalGxxKEwFMTHJCyBDrpAZMbWEMsVtVsLGVFFmbE0VW4K3 /OVV0r6oe5bfX9YaN0UdZTiBUzgHD66gAXfQhBYwSOAZXuHNSZ0X5935WIyWnGLnGP7A+fwBK+yRwQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="h7VPfZuts4S2hbHDgj+zCn52zcs=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgq iQi6LLoxmUF+4CmlMn0ph06mYSZiVBDf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnSATXxnW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq6zhVDFssFrHqBlSj4BJbhhuB3UQhjQKBnWBym/udR1Sax/LBTBPsR3QkecgZNVby/YiacRBmT7O BO6jW3Lo7B1klXkFqUKA5qH75w5ilEUrDBNW657mJ6WdUGc4Ezip+qjGhbEJH2LNU0gh1P5tnnpEzqwxJGCv7pCFz9fdGRiOtp1FgJ/OMetnLxf+8XmrC637GZZIalGxxKEwFMTHJCyBDrpAZMbWEMsVtVsLGVFFmbE0VW4K3 /OVV0r6oe5bfX9YaN0UdZTiBUzgHD66gAXfQhBYwSOAZXuHNSZ0X5935WIyWnGLnGP7A+fwBK+yRwQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="h7VPfZuts4S2hbHDgj+zCn52zcs=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgq iQi6LLoxmUF+4CmlMn0ph06mYSZiVBDf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnSATXxnW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq6zhVDFssFrHqBlSj4BJbhhuB3UQhjQKBnWBym/udR1Sax/LBTBPsR3QkecgZNVby/YiacRBmT7O BO6jW3Lo7B1klXkFqUKA5qH75w5ilEUrDBNW657mJ6WdUGc4Ezip+qjGhbEJH2LNU0gh1P5tnnpEzqwxJGCv7pCFz9fdGRiOtp1FgJ/OMetnLxf+8XmrC637GZZIalGxxKEwFMTHJCyBDrpAZMbWEMsVtVsLGVFFmbE0VW4K3 /OVV0r6oe5bfX9YaN0UdZTiBUzgHD66gAXfQhBYwSOAZXuHNSZ0X5935WIyWnGLnGP7A+fwBK+yRwQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="h7VPfZuts4S2hbHDgj+zCn52zcs=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgq iQi6LLoxmUF+4CmlMn0ph06mYSZiVBDf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnSATXxnW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq6zhVDFssFrHqBlSj4BJbhhuB3UQhjQKBnWBym/udR1Sax/LBTBPsR3QkecgZNVby/YiacRBmT7O BO6jW3Lo7B1klXkFqUKA5qH75w5ilEUrDBNW657mJ6WdUGc4Ezip+qjGhbEJH2LNU0gh1P5tnnpEzqwxJGCv7pCFz9fdGRiOtp1FgJ/OMetnLxf+8XmrC637GZZIalGxxKEwFMTHJCyBDrpAZMbWEMsVtVsLGVFFmbE0VW4K3 /OVV0r6oe5bfX9YaN0UdZTiBUzgHD66gAXfQhBYwSOAZXuHNSZ0X5935WIyWnGLnGP7A+fwBK+yRwQ==</latexit>
z0
<latexit sha1_base64="h7VPfZuts4S2hbHDgj+zCn52zcs=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgq iQi6LLoxmUF+4CmlMn0ph06mYSZiVBDf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnSATXxnW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq6zhVDFssFrHqBlSj4BJbhhuB3UQhjQKBnWBym/udR1Sax/LBTBPsR3QkecgZNVby/YiacRBmT7O BO6jW3Lo7B1klXkFqUKA5qH75w5ilEUrDBNW657mJ6WdUGc4Ezip+qjGhbEJH2LNU0gh1P5tnnpEzqwxJGCv7pCFz9fdGRiOtp1FgJ/OMetnLxf+8XmrC637GZZIalGxxKEwFMTHJCyBDrpAZMbWEMsVtVsLGVFFmbE0VW4K3 /OVV0r6oe5bfX9YaN0UdZTiBUzgHD66gAXfQhBYwSOAZXuHNSZ0X5935WIyWnGLnGP7A+fwBK+yRwQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="h7VPfZuts4S2hbHDgj+zCn52zcs=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgq iQi6LLoxmUF+4CmlMn0ph06mYSZiVBDf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnSATXxnW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq6zhVDFssFrHqBlSj4BJbhhuB3UQhjQKBnWBym/udR1Sax/LBTBPsR3QkecgZNVby/YiacRBmT7O BO6jW3Lo7B1klXkFqUKA5qH75w5ilEUrDBNW657mJ6WdUGc4Ezip+qjGhbEJH2LNU0gh1P5tnnpEzqwxJGCv7pCFz9fdGRiOtp1FgJ/OMetnLxf+8XmrC637GZZIalGxxKEwFMTHJCyBDrpAZMbWEMsVtVsLGVFFmbE0VW4K3 /OVV0r6oe5bfX9YaN0UdZTiBUzgHD66gAXfQhBYwSOAZXuHNSZ0X5935WIyWnGLnGP7A+fwBK+yRwQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="h7VPfZuts4S2hbHDgj+zCn52zcs=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgq iQi6LLoxmUF+4CmlMn0ph06mYSZiVBDf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnSATXxnW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq6zhVDFssFrHqBlSj4BJbhhuB3UQhjQKBnWBym/udR1Sax/LBTBPsR3QkecgZNVby/YiacRBmT7O BO6jW3Lo7B1klXkFqUKA5qH75w5ilEUrDBNW657mJ6WdUGc4Ezip+qjGhbEJH2LNU0gh1P5tnnpEzqwxJGCv7pCFz9fdGRiOtp1FgJ/OMetnLxf+8XmrC637GZZIalGxxKEwFMTHJCyBDrpAZMbWEMsVtVsLGVFFmbE0VW4K3 /OVV0r6oe5bfX9YaN0UdZTiBUzgHD66gAXfQhBYwSOAZXuHNSZ0X5935WIyWnGLnGP7A+fwBK+yRwQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="h7VPfZuts4S2hbHDgj+zCn52zcs=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgq iQi6LLoxmUF+4CmlMn0ph06mYSZiVBDf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnSATXxnW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq6zhVDFssFrHqBlSj4BJbhhuB3UQhjQKBnWBym/udR1Sax/LBTBPsR3QkecgZNVby/YiacRBmT7O BO6jW3Lo7B1klXkFqUKA5qH75w5ilEUrDBNW657mJ6WdUGc4Ezip+qjGhbEJH2LNU0gh1P5tnnpEzqwxJGCv7pCFz9fdGRiOtp1FgJ/OMetnLxf+8XmrC637GZZIalGxxKEwFMTHJCyBDrpAZMbWEMsVtVsLGVFFmbE0VW4K3 /OVV0r6oe5bfX9YaN0UdZTiBUzgHD66gAXfQhBYwSOAZXuHNSZ0X5935WIyWnGLnGP7A+fwBK+yRwQ==</latexit>
ez0
<latexit sha1_base64="BIsqaQ0QmQ6sMARrnl+VL3Bhu2Y=">AAACAXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLepGcBMsg quSiKDLohuXFewFmhAmk5N26GQSZiZKDXHjq7hxoYhb38Kdb+Ok7UJbfxj4+M85zDl/kDIqlW1/G5Wl5ZXVtep6bWNza3vH3N3ryCQTBNokYYnoBVgCoxzaiioGvVQAjgMG3WB0Vda7dyAkTfitGqfgxXjAaUQJVtryzQP3noa gKAshd2OshkGUPxS+Xfhm3W7YE1mL4MygjmZq+eaXGyYki4ErwrCUfcdOlZdjoShhUNTcTEKKyQgPoK+R4xikl08uKKxj7YRWlAj9uLIm7u+JHMdSjuNAd5ZLyvlaaf5X62cquvByytNMASfTj6KMWSqxyjiskAogio01YCKo 3tUiQywwUTq0mg7BmT95ETqnDUfzzVm9eTmLo4oO0RE6QQ46R010jVqojQh6RM/oFb0ZT8aL8W58TFsrxmxmH/2R8fkDYwGXeQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BIsqaQ0QmQ6sMARrnl+VL3Bhu2Y=">AAACAXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLepGcBMsg quSiKDLohuXFewFmhAmk5N26GQSZiZKDXHjq7hxoYhb38Kdb+Ok7UJbfxj4+M85zDl/kDIqlW1/G5Wl5ZXVtep6bWNza3vH3N3ryCQTBNokYYnoBVgCoxzaiioGvVQAjgMG3WB0Vda7dyAkTfitGqfgxXjAaUQJVtryzQP3noa gKAshd2OshkGUPxS+Xfhm3W7YE1mL4MygjmZq+eaXGyYki4ErwrCUfcdOlZdjoShhUNTcTEKKyQgPoK+R4xikl08uKKxj7YRWlAj9uLIm7u+JHMdSjuNAd5ZLyvlaaf5X62cquvByytNMASfTj6KMWSqxyjiskAogio01YCKo 3tUiQywwUTq0mg7BmT95ETqnDUfzzVm9eTmLo4oO0RE6QQ46R010jVqojQh6RM/oFb0ZT8aL8W58TFsrxmxmH/2R8fkDYwGXeQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BIsqaQ0QmQ6sMARrnl+VL3Bhu2Y=">AAACAXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLepGcBMsg quSiKDLohuXFewFmhAmk5N26GQSZiZKDXHjq7hxoYhb38Kdb+Ok7UJbfxj4+M85zDl/kDIqlW1/G5Wl5ZXVtep6bWNza3vH3N3ryCQTBNokYYnoBVgCoxzaiioGvVQAjgMG3WB0Vda7dyAkTfitGqfgxXjAaUQJVtryzQP3noa gKAshd2OshkGUPxS+Xfhm3W7YE1mL4MygjmZq+eaXGyYki4ErwrCUfcdOlZdjoShhUNTcTEKKyQgPoK+R4xikl08uKKxj7YRWlAj9uLIm7u+JHMdSjuNAd5ZLyvlaaf5X62cquvByytNMASfTj6KMWSqxyjiskAogio01YCKo 3tUiQywwUTq0mg7BmT95ETqnDUfzzVm9eTmLo4oO0RE6QQ46R010jVqojQh6RM/oFb0ZT8aL8W58TFsrxmxmH/2R8fkDYwGXeQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BIsqaQ0QmQ6sMARrnl+VL3Bhu2Y=">AAACAXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLepGcBMsg quSiKDLohuXFewFmhAmk5N26GQSZiZKDXHjq7hxoYhb38Kdb+Ok7UJbfxj4+M85zDl/kDIqlW1/G5Wl5ZXVtep6bWNza3vH3N3ryCQTBNokYYnoBVgCoxzaiioGvVQAjgMG3WB0Vda7dyAkTfitGqfgxXjAaUQJVtryzQP3noa gKAshd2OshkGUPxS+Xfhm3W7YE1mL4MygjmZq+eaXGyYki4ErwrCUfcdOlZdjoShhUNTcTEKKyQgPoK+R4xikl08uKKxj7YRWlAj9uLIm7u+JHMdSjuNAd5ZLyvlaaf5X62cquvByytNMASfTj6KMWSqxyjiskAogio01YCKo 3tUiQywwUTq0mg7BmT95ETqnDUfzzVm9eTmLo4oO0RE6QQ46R010jVqojQh6RM/oFb0ZT8aL8W58TFsrxmxmH/2R8fkDYwGXeQ==</latexit>
z0
<latexit sha1_base64="h7VPfZuts4S2hbHDgj+zCn52zcs=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgq iQi6LLoxmUF+4CmlMn0ph06mYSZiVBDf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnSATXxnW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq6zhVDFssFrHqBlSj4BJbhhuB3UQhjQKBnWBym/udR1Sax/LBTBPsR3QkecgZNVby/YiacRBmT7O BO6jW3Lo7B1klXkFqUKA5qH75w5ilEUrDBNW657mJ6WdUGc4Ezip+qjGhbEJH2LNU0gh1P5tnnpEzqwxJGCv7pCFz9fdGRiOtp1FgJ/OMetnLxf+8XmrC637GZZIalGxxKEwFMTHJCyBDrpAZMbWEMsVtVsLGVFFmbE0VW4K3 /OVV0r6oe5bfX9YaN0UdZTiBUzgHD66gAXfQhBYwSOAZXuHNSZ0X5935WIyWnGLnGP7A+fwBK+yRwQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="h7VPfZuts4S2hbHDgj+zCn52zcs=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgq iQi6LLoxmUF+4CmlMn0ph06mYSZiVBDf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnSATXxnW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq6zhVDFssFrHqBlSj4BJbhhuB3UQhjQKBnWBym/udR1Sax/LBTBPsR3QkecgZNVby/YiacRBmT7O BO6jW3Lo7B1klXkFqUKA5qH75w5ilEUrDBNW657mJ6WdUGc4Ezip+qjGhbEJH2LNU0gh1P5tnnpEzqwxJGCv7pCFz9fdGRiOtp1FgJ/OMetnLxf+8XmrC637GZZIalGxxKEwFMTHJCyBDrpAZMbWEMsVtVsLGVFFmbE0VW4K3 /OVV0r6oe5bfX9YaN0UdZTiBUzgHD66gAXfQhBYwSOAZXuHNSZ0X5935WIyWnGLnGP7A+fwBK+yRwQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="h7VPfZuts4S2hbHDgj+zCn52zcs=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgq iQi6LLoxmUF+4CmlMn0ph06mYSZiVBDf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnSATXxnW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq6zhVDFssFrHqBlSj4BJbhhuB3UQhjQKBnWBym/udR1Sax/LBTBPsR3QkecgZNVby/YiacRBmT7O BO6jW3Lo7B1klXkFqUKA5qH75w5ilEUrDBNW657mJ6WdUGc4Ezip+qjGhbEJH2LNU0gh1P5tnnpEzqwxJGCv7pCFz9fdGRiOtp1FgJ/OMetnLxf+8XmrC637GZZIalGxxKEwFMTHJCyBDrpAZMbWEMsVtVsLGVFFmbE0VW4K3 /OVV0r6oe5bfX9YaN0UdZTiBUzgHD66gAXfQhBYwSOAZXuHNSZ0X5935WIyWnGLnGP7A+fwBK+yRwQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="h7VPfZuts4S2hbHDgj+zCn52zcs=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgq iQi6LLoxmUF+4CmlMn0ph06mYSZiVBDf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnSATXxnW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq6zhVDFssFrHqBlSj4BJbhhuB3UQhjQKBnWBym/udR1Sax/LBTBPsR3QkecgZNVby/YiacRBmT7O BO6jW3Lo7B1klXkFqUKA5qH75w5ilEUrDBNW657mJ6WdUGc4Ezip+qjGhbEJH2LNU0gh1P5tnnpEzqwxJGCv7pCFz9fdGRiOtp1FgJ/OMetnLxf+8XmrC637GZZIalGxxKEwFMTHJCyBDrpAZMbWEMsVtVsLGVFFmbE0VW4K3 /OVV0r6oe5bfX9YaN0UdZTiBUzgHD66gAXfQhBYwSOAZXuHNSZ0X5935WIyWnGLnGP7A+fwBK+yRwQ==</latexit>
z0
<latexit sha1_base64="h7VPfZuts4S2hbHDgj+zCn52zcs=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLoxmUF+4CmlMn0ph06mYSZiVB Df8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnSATXxnW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq6zhVDFssFrHqBlSj4BJbhhuB3UQhjQKBnWBym/udR1Sax/LBTBPsR3QkecgZNVby/YiacRBmT7OBO6jW3Lo7B1klXkFqUKA5qH75w5ilEUrDBNW657mJ6WdUGc4Ezip+qjGhbEJH2LNU0gh1P5tnnpEzqwxJGCv7pCF z9fdGRiOtp1FgJ/OMetnLxf+8XmrC637GZZIalGxxKEwFMTHJCyBDrpAZMbWEMsVtVsLGVFFmbE0VW4K3/OVV0r6oe5bfX9YaN0UdZTiBUzgHD66gAXfQhBYwSOAZXuHNSZ0X5935WIyWnGLnGP7A+fwBK+yRwQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="h7VPfZuts4S2hbHDgj+zCn52zcs=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLoxmUF+4CmlMn0ph06mYSZiVB Df8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnSATXxnW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq6zhVDFssFrHqBlSj4BJbhhuB3UQhjQKBnWBym/udR1Sax/LBTBPsR3QkecgZNVby/YiacRBmT7OBO6jW3Lo7B1klXkFqUKA5qH75w5ilEUrDBNW657mJ6WdUGc4Ezip+qjGhbEJH2LNU0gh1P5tnnpEzqwxJGCv7pCF z9fdGRiOtp1FgJ/OMetnLxf+8XmrC637GZZIalGxxKEwFMTHJCyBDrpAZMbWEMsVtVsLGVFFmbE0VW4K3/OVV0r6oe5bfX9YaN0UdZTiBUzgHD66gAXfQhBYwSOAZXuHNSZ0X5935WIyWnGLnGP7A+fwBK+yRwQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="h7VPfZuts4S2hbHDgj+zCn52zcs=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLoxmUF+4CmlMn0ph06mYSZiVB Df8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnSATXxnW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq6zhVDFssFrHqBlSj4BJbhhuB3UQhjQKBnWBym/udR1Sax/LBTBPsR3QkecgZNVby/YiacRBmT7OBO6jW3Lo7B1klXkFqUKA5qH75w5ilEUrDBNW657mJ6WdUGc4Ezip+qjGhbEJH2LNU0gh1P5tnnpEzqwxJGCv7pCF z9fdGRiOtp1FgJ/OMetnLxf+8XmrC637GZZIalGxxKEwFMTHJCyBDrpAZMbWEMsVtVsLGVFFmbE0VW4K3/OVV0r6oe5bfX9YaN0UdZTiBUzgHD66gAXfQhBYwSOAZXuHNSZ0X5935WIyWnGLnGP7A+fwBK+yRwQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="h7VPfZuts4S2hbHDgj+zCn52zcs=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLoxmUF+4CmlMn0ph06mYSZiVB Df8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnSATXxnW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq6zhVDFssFrHqBlSj4BJbhhuB3UQhjQKBnWBym/udR1Sax/LBTBPsR3QkecgZNVby/YiacRBmT7OBO6jW3Lo7B1klXkFqUKA5qH75w5ilEUrDBNW657mJ6WdUGc4Ezip+qjGhbEJH2LNU0gh1P5tnnpEzqwxJGCv7pCF z9fdGRiOtp1FgJ/OMetnLxf+8XmrC637GZZIalGxxKEwFMTHJCyBDrpAZMbWEMsVtVsLGVFFmbE0VW4K3/OVV0r6oe5bfX9YaN0UdZTiBUzgHD66gAXfQhBYwSOAZXuHNSZ0X5935WIyWnGLnGP7A+fwBK+yRwQ==</latexit>
zT
<latexit sha1_base64="eidDzbjz3E/7nP4aN+NwTkG7jr8=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyooMuiG5cV+oLOUDJppg3NJEOSEerQ 33DjQhG3/ow7/8ZMOwttPRA4nHMv9+SECWfauO63U1pb39jcKm9Xdnb39g+qh0cdLVNFaJtILlUvxJpyJmjbMMNpL1EUxyGn3XByl/vdR6o0k6JlpgkNYjwSLGIEGyv5fozNOIyyp9mgNajW3Lo7B1olXkFqUKA5qH75Q0nSmApDONa677mJCTKsDCOczip+qmmCyQSPaN9SgWOqg2yeeYbOrDJEkVT2CYPm6u +NDMdaT+PQTuYZ9bKXi/95/dREN0HGRJIaKsjiUJRyZCTKC0BDpigxfGoJJorZrIiMscLE2JoqtgRv+curpHNR9y7r7sNVrXFb1FGGEziFc/DgGhpwD01oA4EEnuEV3pzUeXHenY/FaMkpdo7hD5zPH2Mkkec=</latexit>
z0
<latexit sha1_base64="V99CYRDajwADP5eCETEs3TMAYcA=">AAAB7HicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8 FQSEfRY9OKxgmkLbSib7aRdutmE3Y1QQ3+DFw+KePUHefPfuG1z0NYXFh7emWFn3jAVXBvX/XZKa+sbm1vl7crO7t7+QfXwqKWTTDH0WSIS1QmpRsEl+oYbgZ1UIY1Dge1wfDurtx9RaZ7IBzNJMYjpUPKIM2qs5edP077br9b cujsXWQWvgBoUavarX71BwrIYpWGCat313NQEOVWGM4HTSi/TmFI2pkPsWpQ0Rh3k82Wn5Mw6AxIlyj5pyNz9PZHTWOtJHNrOmJqRXq7NzP9q3cxE10HOZZoZlGzxUZQJYhIyu5wMuEJmxMQCZYrbXQkbUUWZsflUbAje8smr 0Lqoe5bvL2uNmyKOMpzAKZyDB1fQgDtogg8MODzDK7w50nlx3p2PRWvJKWaO4Y+czx/SW46t</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="V99CYRDajwADP5eCETEs3TMAYcA=">AAAB7HicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8 FQSEfRY9OKxgmkLbSib7aRdutmE3Y1QQ3+DFw+KePUHefPfuG1z0NYXFh7emWFn3jAVXBvX/XZKa+sbm1vl7crO7t7+QfXwqKWTTDH0WSIS1QmpRsEl+oYbgZ1UIY1Dge1wfDurtx9RaZ7IBzNJMYjpUPKIM2qs5edP077br9b cujsXWQWvgBoUavarX71BwrIYpWGCat313NQEOVWGM4HTSi/TmFI2pkPsWpQ0Rh3k82Wn5Mw6AxIlyj5pyNz9PZHTWOtJHNrOmJqRXq7NzP9q3cxE10HOZZoZlGzxUZQJYhIyu5wMuEJmxMQCZYrbXQkbUUWZsflUbAje8smr 0Lqoe5bvL2uNmyKOMpzAKZyDB1fQgDtogg8MODzDK7w50nlx3p2PRWvJKWaO4Y+czx/SW46t</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="V99CYRDajwADP5eCETEs3TMAYcA=">AAAB7HicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8 FQSEfRY9OKxgmkLbSib7aRdutmE3Y1QQ3+DFw+KePUHefPfuG1z0NYXFh7emWFn3jAVXBvX/XZKa+sbm1vl7crO7t7+QfXwqKWTTDH0WSIS1QmpRsEl+oYbgZ1UIY1Dge1wfDurtx9RaZ7IBzNJMYjpUPKIM2qs5edP077br9b cujsXWQWvgBoUavarX71BwrIYpWGCat313NQEOVWGM4HTSi/TmFI2pkPsWpQ0Rh3k82Wn5Mw6AxIlyj5pyNz9PZHTWOtJHNrOmJqRXq7NzP9q3cxE10HOZZoZlGzxUZQJYhIyu5wMuEJmxMQCZYrbXQkbUUWZsflUbAje8smr 0Lqoe5bvL2uNmyKOMpzAKZyDB1fQgDtogg8MODzDK7w50nlx3p2PRWvJKWaO4Y+czx/SW46t</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="V99CYRDajwADP5eCETEs3TMAYcA=">AAAB7HicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8 FQSEfRY9OKxgmkLbSib7aRdutmE3Y1QQ3+DFw+KePUHefPfuG1z0NYXFh7emWFn3jAVXBvX/XZKa+sbm1vl7crO7t7+QfXwqKWTTDH0WSIS1QmpRsEl+oYbgZ1UIY1Dge1wfDurtx9RaZ7IBzNJMYjpUPKIM2qs5edP077br9b cujsXWQWvgBoUavarX71BwrIYpWGCat313NQEOVWGM4HTSi/TmFI2pkPsWpQ0Rh3k82Wn5Mw6AxIlyj5pyNz9PZHTWOtJHNrOmJqRXq7NzP9q3cxE10HOZZoZlGzxUZQJYhIyu5wMuEJmxMQCZYrbXQkbUUWZsflUbAje8smr 0Lqoe5bvL2uNmyKOMpzAKZyDB1fQgDtogg8MODzDK7w50nlx3p2PRWvJKWaO4Y+czx/SW46t</latexit>
zT
<latexit sha1_base64="LGjOXh/RFn4IrvQ3cslXL4xgh68=">AAAB7HicbZBNS8NAEIYnftb6VfXoZbEIn koigh6LXjxWaNpCG8pmO2mXbjZhdyPU0N/gxYMiXv1B3vw3btsctPWFhYd3ZtiZN0wF18Z1v5219Y3Nre3STnl3b//gsHJ03NJJphj6LBGJ6oRUo+ASfcONwE6qkMahwHY4vpvV24+oNE9k00xSDGI6lDzijBpr+fnTtN/sV6p uzZ2LrIJXQBUKNfqVr94gYVmM0jBBte56bmqCnCrDmcBpuZdpTCkb0yF2LUoaow7y+bJTcm6dAYkSZZ80ZO7+nshprPUkDm1nTM1IL9dm5n+1bmaimyDnMs0MSrb4KMoEMQmZXU4GXCEzYmKBMsXtroSNqKLM2HzKNgRv+eRV aF3WPMsPV9X6bRFHCU7hDC7Ag2uowz00wAcGHJ7hFd4c6bw4787HonXNKWZO4I+czx8I+o7R</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LGjOXh/RFn4IrvQ3cslXL4xgh68=">AAAB7HicbZBNS8NAEIYnftb6VfXoZbEIn koigh6LXjxWaNpCG8pmO2mXbjZhdyPU0N/gxYMiXv1B3vw3btsctPWFhYd3ZtiZN0wF18Z1v5219Y3Nre3STnl3b//gsHJ03NJJphj6LBGJ6oRUo+ASfcONwE6qkMahwHY4vpvV24+oNE9k00xSDGI6lDzijBpr+fnTtN/sV6p uzZ2LrIJXQBUKNfqVr94gYVmM0jBBte56bmqCnCrDmcBpuZdpTCkb0yF2LUoaow7y+bJTcm6dAYkSZZ80ZO7+nshprPUkDm1nTM1IL9dm5n+1bmaimyDnMs0MSrb4KMoEMQmZXU4GXCEzYmKBMsXtroSNqKLM2HzKNgRv+eRV aF3WPMsPV9X6bRFHCU7hDC7Ag2uowz00wAcGHJ7hFd4c6bw4787HonXNKWZO4I+czx8I+o7R</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LGjOXh/RFn4IrvQ3cslXL4xgh68=">AAAB7HicbZBNS8NAEIYnftb6VfXoZbEIn koigh6LXjxWaNpCG8pmO2mXbjZhdyPU0N/gxYMiXv1B3vw3btsctPWFhYd3ZtiZN0wF18Z1v5219Y3Nre3STnl3b//gsHJ03NJJphj6LBGJ6oRUo+ASfcONwE6qkMahwHY4vpvV24+oNE9k00xSDGI6lDzijBpr+fnTtN/sV6p uzZ2LrIJXQBUKNfqVr94gYVmM0jBBte56bmqCnCrDmcBpuZdpTCkb0yF2LUoaow7y+bJTcm6dAYkSZZ80ZO7+nshprPUkDm1nTM1IL9dm5n+1bmaimyDnMs0MSrb4KMoEMQmZXU4GXCEzYmKBMsXtroSNqKLM2HzKNgRv+eRV aF3WPMsPV9X6bRFHCU7hDC7Ag2uowz00wAcGHJ7hFd4c6bw4787HonXNKWZO4I+czx8I+o7R</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LGjOXh/RFn4IrvQ3cslXL4xgh68=">AAAB7HicbZBNS8NAEIYnftb6VfXoZbEIn koigh6LXjxWaNpCG8pmO2mXbjZhdyPU0N/gxYMiXv1B3vw3btsctPWFhYd3ZtiZN0wF18Z1v5219Y3Nre3STnl3b//gsHJ03NJJphj6LBGJ6oRUo+ASfcONwE6qkMahwHY4vpvV24+oNE9k00xSDGI6lDzijBpr+fnTtN/sV6p uzZ2LrIJXQBUKNfqVr94gYVmM0jBBte56bmqCnCrDmcBpuZdpTCkb0yF2LUoaow7y+bJTcm6dAYkSZZ80ZO7+nshprPUkDm1nTM1IL9dm5n+1bmaimyDnMs0MSrb4KMoEMQmZXU4GXCEzYmKBMsXtroSNqKLM2HzKNgRv+eRV aF3WPMsPV9X6bRFHCU7hDC7Ag2uowz00wAcGHJ7hFd4c6bw4787HonXNKWZO4I+czx8I+o7R</latexit>
zt
<latexit sha1_base64="qSFNobrKWJxUytdOpJFCZyZfZ2I=">AAAB7HicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8 FQSEfRY9OKxgmkLbSib7aZdutmE3YlQQ3+DFw+KePUHefPfuG1z0NYXFh7emWFn3jCVwqDrfjultfWNza3ydmVnd2//oHp41DJJphn3WSIT3Qmp4VIo7qNAyTup5jQOJW+H49tZvf3ItRGJesBJyoOYDpWIBKNoLT9/mvaxX62 5dXcusgpeATUo1OxXv3qDhGUxV8gkNabruSkGOdUomOTTSi8zPKVsTIe8a1HRmJsgny87JWfWGZAo0fYpJHP390ROY2MmcWg7Y4ojs1ybmf/VuhlG10EuVJohV2zxUZRJggmZXU4GQnOGcmKBMi3sroSNqKYMbT4VG4K3fPIq tC7qnuX7y1rjpoijDCdwCufgwRU04A6a4AMDAc/wCm+Ocl6cd+dj0Vpyiplj+CPn8wc5eo7x</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qSFNobrKWJxUytdOpJFCZyZfZ2I=">AAAB7HicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8 FQSEfRY9OKxgmkLbSib7aZdutmE3YlQQ3+DFw+KePUHefPfuG1z0NYXFh7emWFn3jCVwqDrfjultfWNza3ydmVnd2//oHp41DJJphn3WSIT3Qmp4VIo7qNAyTup5jQOJW+H49tZvf3ItRGJesBJyoOYDpWIBKNoLT9/mvaxX62 5dXcusgpeATUo1OxXv3qDhGUxV8gkNabruSkGOdUomOTTSi8zPKVsTIe8a1HRmJsgny87JWfWGZAo0fYpJHP390ROY2MmcWg7Y4ojs1ybmf/VuhlG10EuVJohV2zxUZRJggmZXU4GQnOGcmKBMi3sroSNqKYMbT4VG4K3fPIq tC7qnuX7y1rjpoijDCdwCufgwRU04A6a4AMDAc/wCm+Ocl6cd+dj0Vpyiplj+CPn8wc5eo7x</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qSFNobrKWJxUytdOpJFCZyZfZ2I=">AAAB7HicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8 FQSEfRY9OKxgmkLbSib7aZdutmE3YlQQ3+DFw+KePUHefPfuG1z0NYXFh7emWFn3jCVwqDrfjultfWNza3ydmVnd2//oHp41DJJphn3WSIT3Qmp4VIo7qNAyTup5jQOJW+H49tZvf3ItRGJesBJyoOYDpWIBKNoLT9/mvaxX62 5dXcusgpeATUo1OxXv3qDhGUxV8gkNabruSkGOdUomOTTSi8zPKVsTIe8a1HRmJsgny87JWfWGZAo0fYpJHP390ROY2MmcWg7Y4ojs1ybmf/VuhlG10EuVJohV2zxUZRJggmZXU4GQnOGcmKBMi3sroSNqKYMbT4VG4K3fPIq tC7qnuX7y1rjpoijDCdwCufgwRU04A6a4AMDAc/wCm+Ocl6cd+dj0Vpyiplj+CPn8wc5eo7x</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qSFNobrKWJxUytdOpJFCZyZfZ2I=">AAAB7HicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8 FQSEfRY9OKxgmkLbSib7aZdutmE3YlQQ3+DFw+KePUHefPfuG1z0NYXFh7emWFn3jCVwqDrfjultfWNza3ydmVnd2//oHp41DJJphn3WSIT3Qmp4VIo7qNAyTup5jQOJW+H49tZvf3ItRGJesBJyoOYDpWIBKNoLT9/mvaxX62 5dXcusgpeATUo1OxXv3qDhGUxV8gkNabruSkGOdUomOTTSi8zPKVsTIe8a1HRmJsgny87JWfWGZAo0fYpJHP390ROY2MmcWg7Y4ojs1ybmf/VuhlG10EuVJohV2zxUZRJggmZXU4GQnOGcmKBMi3sroSNqKYMbT4VG4K3fPIq tC7qnuX7y1rjpoijDCdwCufgwRU04A6a4AMDAc/wCm+Ocl6cd+dj0Vpyiplj+CPn8wc5eo7x</latexit>
zt 2 R1
<latexit sha1_base64="HX4q3q+E1Nvqks6A5Zh2zMKnD5Q=">AAAB/3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVFdy4CRbBV UlE0GXRjcsq9gFNDJPppB06mYSZG6HGLPwVNy4UcetvuPNvnLRZaOuBgcM593LPnCDhTIFtfxsLi0vLK6uVter6xubWtrmz21ZxKgltkZjHshtgRTkTtAUMOO0mkuIo4LQTjC4Lv3NPpWKxuIVxQr0IDwQLGcGgJd/czx5yP4P cZcKNMAyDILvJ7xzfrNl1ewJrnjglqaESTd/8cvsxSSMqgHCsVM+xE/AyLIERTvOqmyqaYDLCA9rTVOCIKi+b5M+tI630rTCW+gmwJurvjQxHSo2jQE8WGdWsV4j/eb0UwnMvYyJJgQoyPRSm3ILYKsqw+kxSAnysCSaS6awW GWKJCejKqroEZ/bL86R9Unc0vz6tNS7KOiroAB2iY+SgM9RAV6iJWoigR/SMXtGb8WS8GO/Gx3R0wSh39tAfGJ8/12qWmg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HX4q3q+E1Nvqks6A5Zh2zMKnD5Q=">AAAB/3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVFdy4CRbBV UlE0GXRjcsq9gFNDJPppB06mYSZG6HGLPwVNy4UcetvuPNvnLRZaOuBgcM593LPnCDhTIFtfxsLi0vLK6uVter6xubWtrmz21ZxKgltkZjHshtgRTkTtAUMOO0mkuIo4LQTjC4Lv3NPpWKxuIVxQr0IDwQLGcGgJd/czx5yP4P cZcKNMAyDILvJ7xzfrNl1ewJrnjglqaESTd/8cvsxSSMqgHCsVM+xE/AyLIERTvOqmyqaYDLCA9rTVOCIKi+b5M+tI630rTCW+gmwJurvjQxHSo2jQE8WGdWsV4j/eb0UwnMvYyJJgQoyPRSm3ILYKsqw+kxSAnysCSaS6awW GWKJCejKqroEZ/bL86R9Unc0vz6tNS7KOiroAB2iY+SgM9RAV6iJWoigR/SMXtGb8WS8GO/Gx3R0wSh39tAfGJ8/12qWmg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HX4q3q+E1Nvqks6A5Zh2zMKnD5Q=">AAAB/3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVFdy4CRbBV UlE0GXRjcsq9gFNDJPppB06mYSZG6HGLPwVNy4UcetvuPNvnLRZaOuBgcM593LPnCDhTIFtfxsLi0vLK6uVter6xubWtrmz21ZxKgltkZjHshtgRTkTtAUMOO0mkuIo4LQTjC4Lv3NPpWKxuIVxQr0IDwQLGcGgJd/czx5yP4P cZcKNMAyDILvJ7xzfrNl1ewJrnjglqaESTd/8cvsxSSMqgHCsVM+xE/AyLIERTvOqmyqaYDLCA9rTVOCIKi+b5M+tI630rTCW+gmwJurvjQxHSo2jQE8WGdWsV4j/eb0UwnMvYyJJgQoyPRSm3ILYKsqw+kxSAnysCSaS6awW GWKJCejKqroEZ/bL86R9Unc0vz6tNS7KOiroAB2iY+SgM9RAV6iJWoigR/SMXtGb8WS8GO/Gx3R0wSh39tAfGJ8/12qWmg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HX4q3q+E1Nvqks6A5Zh2zMKnD5Q=">AAAB/3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVFdy4CRbBV UlE0GXRjcsq9gFNDJPppB06mYSZG6HGLPwVNy4UcetvuPNvnLRZaOuBgcM593LPnCDhTIFtfxsLi0vLK6uVter6xubWtrmz21ZxKgltkZjHshtgRTkTtAUMOO0mkuIo4LQTjC4Lv3NPpWKxuIVxQr0IDwQLGcGgJd/czx5yP4P cZcKNMAyDILvJ7xzfrNl1ewJrnjglqaESTd/8cvsxSSMqgHCsVM+xE/AyLIERTvOqmyqaYDLCA9rTVOCIKi+b5M+tI630rTCW+gmwJurvjQxHSo2jQE8WGdWsV4j/eb0UwnMvYyJJgQoyPRSm3ILYKsqw+kxSAnysCSaS6awW GWKJCejKqroEZ/bL86R9Unc0vz6tNS7KOiroAB2iY+SgM9RAV6iJWoigR/SMXtGb8WS8GO/Gx3R0wSh39tAfGJ8/12qWmg==</latexit>
Fig. 8. Latent-variable scenarii. Here, T = (k − 1)∆t.
94) Perturbations In the fourth scenario, we perturb the
latent variables by adding uniform noise whose energy
amounts to 10 %. This setting outputs clean images.
5) Scalar Latent Variables In the fifth and last scenario,
we deploy scalar latent variables. This results in a time-
independent, non-moving sequence of images.
E. Memory Savings
In a CS context, the gradient updates of the iterative opti-
mization process would need one to allocate enough memory
to hold a whole target reconstruction volume. For example, the
reconstruction of 5,000 frames with spatial size (256× 256)
would need one to handle data of size (256× 256× 5000),
which demands for over a gigabyte of memory.
By contrast, our approach is much less memory-hungry. It
optimizes the generative network using batches, which requires
the simultaneous handling of only those frames that corre-
spond to the batch size. In short, the fact that our proposed
approach handles few 2D images whereas CS handles a 2D+t
extended sequence leads to substantial savings, particularly
for golden-angle dynamic MRI with many frames. In our
approach, we only save a generative model; for example, its
memory demands for the spatial size (256× 256) are about
half-a-dozen megabytes. This cost is negligible compared to
that of the CS approach.
F. Benefits of Our Approach
Several competing methods aim at synthesizing a single
cardiac cycle out of spokes collected over several cycles at
various cardiac phases. There, a synchronized ECG could
in principle allow one to associate a phase to each spoke;
however, the deployment of this ancillary ECG would make
the practical apparatus more involved, which is often un-
desirable. Furthermore, there are applications such as fetal
cardiology where no ECG can be deployed at all. In traditional
ECG-free approaches instead, one deploys self-gating methods
for the purpose of phase assignment. They proceed on the
basis of either human inspection or heuristic decisions, which
makes them arduous, non-reproducible, and prone to errors.
(Sometimes, the assignment is no more advanced than a simple
manual sorting.) One specific additional difficulty that self-
gating methods must deal with originates with the necessary
Cartesian-to-polar conversion inherent in radial sampling tra-
jectories, which ultimately results in streaking artifacts that
tend to confound phase assignments, particularly those based
on visual assessments in the spatial domain.
By contrast, in our proposed approach we relax the hypoth-
esis of ideal periodicity. As presented in Section IV-A, this
allows us to take into consideration cycle-to-cycle variations,
thus providing access to clinical insights that are not available
with traditional accelerated methods. Moreover, our ECG-
free approach has the major benefit that no phase assignment
is needed, thus providing access to a continuously defined
time variable. Being fully automated, our approach is also
reproducible. Another advantage is that the streaking artifacts
associated to radial trajectories play no role since the reference
data used for training in (10) or (11) are the spokes themselves,
as opposed to reconstructed images. Finally, when compared to
CS, our approach achieves better reconstruction, with a gain
of 0.69 dB, as seen in Figure 4. It also leads to a simpler
optimization task with fewer hyper-parameters. For instance,
k-t SENSE requires three interdependent hyper-parameters
whose optimal value is found only after some substantial grid-
search effort, while the two hyper-parameters of our approach
are easier to interpret since they trivially consist of just an
initial learning rate, along with a number of iterations.
G. Limitations and Future Work
One major limitation of our proposed approach is its compu-
tational complexity. At times, no fewer than 10,000 iterations
are required before convergence is observed. This imposes
a large computational burden since every iteration involves
both forward and adjoint operations. From a technological
perspective, we implemented the forward model in Python 3.6,
with Pytorch (v1.0.0) as main library. Unfortunately, NuFFT
is currently optimized neither for Python nor for GPU usage,
which lead to a marked slowdown of our implementation.
For instance, our method spent a whole day letting one
GPU (TITAN X) process the cardiac dataset presented in
Section II-E2, whereas GRASP terminated within ten minutes.
This bottleneck will be improved by a better integration of the
NuFFT library.
In our future work, we want to explore the dynamics of
the latent variables. In this paper indeed, we simply took
advantage of linear interpolation to build trivial intermediate
states of the latent variables; however, refined approaches may
better capture the temporal correlation between frames.
V. CONCLUSION
We propose to combine unsupervised learning with a gen-
erative network model. There, the latent variables are inter-
polated through time before being input to our generative
network. This framework fits well the learning of spatio-
temporal manifolds that are smooth temporally; it is purely un-
supervised. It is also particularly appropriate in the context of
inverse problems where no ground-truth is available. In prac-
tice, it results in significant memory savings when compared
to compressed-sensing (CS) approaches. Our study shows that
our proposed method has the potential to reconstruct dynamic
magnetic resonance images (MRI) in the absence of an electro-
cardiogram signal. Quality-wise, it typically outperforms state-
of-the-art CS approaches. To the best of our knowledge, ours
is the first approach of unsupervised learning in accelerated
dynamic MRI.
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